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Perhaps no single words in any language is more versatile and, hence, more 

ambiguous than the Japanese particle no. It connects two nominals (nouns 

and noun phrases) in a multitude of meaningful relations. For example, 

the meanings of no as in Tom no shashin include: o印 nersh伊（‘thatbelongs 

to’）， performer （‘taken by'), graphic content （‘that has a picture of’）， bene-

ficiary （‘［taken, developed, purchased, etc.] for the sake of'), and source 

（‘that comes from’）． 
Needless to say, students of Japanese as a foreign language will find the 

use of no quite challenging, and a thorough knowledge of the particle will 

indeed be indispensable for their studies. 

This paper will conduct a survey of the particle no that appears in the 

pre-nominal modifier, i.e., no in [[NP→10］十［NP]]. Along with an exami-

nation of the “multitude of meaningful relations ”expressed by no, two 

specific findings will be aimed for: (i) the syntactic duality of NP-no 

modifiers, and (ii) the order of NP-no pre-nominal modifiers occurring in a 

cluster. 

In the first half of the paper, we will observe that BBC哨 o,ryori哨 O

bangumz・（“BBC’scooking programs”） is grammatical, but not *ryori』 no,

BBC－伺 obαngumi, proposing that there are two syntactically distinct classes 

of NP-no modifiers：αdjunct and complement. When an adjunct modifier 

and a complement modifier appear side by side, the former will always p代田

cede the latter. 

In the second half of the paper, we will see that while no special order is 

observed in a sequence of two or more adjunct modifiers appearing side by 

side, a sequence of complement modifiers is rigidly ordered. 

＊森捨信： Professor,Faculty of Foreign Languages, Kyoto Sangyo University. 
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Set宜1a盟ticVersatility of the Particle No 

The Japanese particle no connects two nominals (nouns and noun phrases) in a 
multitude of meaningful relations-for example, 

( 1 ) possessor: chichi no kurumα （“Dad’s car”） 
time: haru no arαshi （“storms in spring”） 
location: sara no tαbemono （“food on a plate”） 
material: denim no jeans1 （“denim jeans”） 

This paper will examine the particle no which appears in the p代田nominal

modifier: i.e., in [[NP1四 no]+[NP』. Along with an examination of the multi-
tude of meaningful relations expressed by no, two specific findings will be 
aimed for: the syntactic duality of NP-no, and the order of NP-no modifiers 
occurring in a cluster. 

One of the di伍cultiesin analyzing the meanings of NP-no modifiers is that 
the use of NP→w is highly contextual, and it will often be hard to isolate a sin-
gle unique meaning without su伍cientcontext. America no in (2) below, for 
example, is open to several possible semantic interpretations. 

( 2) America no ryoko kyaku wa taitei nimotsu ga sukunai. 

r ( traveling) in l 
“Tourists { ( coming) from f America usually travel light." 

l (going) to J 

Another di伍cultyis that the no皿 modifieroften expresses a number of related 

but not exactly identical ideas, and that a semantic delimitation can be 

arbitrary. 
( 3) Tom no hikoki (hikoki.・守lane”）
Where no can refer to ownership (Tom as the owner), operator (a crew mem-

ber on or o妊 duty),occupαnt (a passenger aboard now, or one who is scheduled, 
or makes it a rule, to fly in this particular plane). The question is how many 
different meanings ought to be identified. 

To facilitate the process of semantic delimitation of NPサzo,we propose that 
p代田nominalNPサzomodifiers be divided into two classes on the basis of certain 

distinctive syntactic behavior. 

D四alityof NP回飽0 1¥笹odi晶erand S）泊まacticEvide阻ce

The two noun phrases below look exactly identical, except for the obvious lexi回

cal di百erenceof the respective modifier: media as opposed to content. 
( 4) BBC no bαngumi ぐ‘BBC’sprograms”） 
( 5) ryori no bαngumi （“cooki時 programs”）
However, an important structural difference exists between the two phrases. 

1 The English loan words appearing in all our examples will be given in the original (Eか
glish) orthography, unless the semantic and/or phonetic shift is so gross as to make the 
correspondence unidentifiable. 
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It will be disclosed if an additional (pre-nominal) modifier is placed right before 
the head noun bangum£. Compare (6) and （ア） below, where (4) and (5) are 

expanded with an adjective phrase ( OMOSHIROI：“interesting”）， a relative clause 
( SAKUY A MITA：“... which I saw last night”）， or another NP→10 (GOGO NO：“i n 
the aften on"): 

(6) BBCηO { OMOSHIROI / SAKUYA MITA/ GOGO NO} bαηgumi 
( 7) *1イyoriηo{OMOSI王IROI/ SAKUYA MITA/ GOGO NO} bαngumi 
The results are self.回 explanatory.2

One may note that with (6), not only can the interposed elements appear 
where they are, but they can also be moved to the phrase四 initialposition with 
no change in meaning, as shown below: 

( 61) { OMOSHIROI / SAKUY A MIT A / GOGO NO} BβC no bαngum 
With (7), on the other hand, the added modifiers are felt to be in the wrong 

place: they ought to be placed in the position immediately before the head 

noun (i.e.，“the pre-HN position" henceforth). That this in fact is the case is 
verified in : 

( T) { OMOSHIROI / SAKUYA MITA / GOGO NO} ryori no bangumi 
In sum, the modifier ryori no is restricted to the pre-HN position, and no 

modifier is permitted to intervene between itself and the head noun. By con由

trast, BBC no is posit-ionてfreeand not confined to the pre-HN position. 
One's quest for the possible reasons for the structural difference between ( 4) 

and (5) will inevitably lead to the observation that ryori no and BBC no repre-
sent two syntactically different classes of pre-nominal modifier. That ryori no 
allows no other modifier to appear after it clearly points to a close, inseparable 
structural relationship that exists between that kind of modifier and the head 
noun. Obviously, with another class of no-modifiers, of which BBC no is one 
no such structural linkage exists. For easier reference, we will distinguish bか

tween a position-sensitive modifier like ryori no and a position-free modifier like 
BBC no, by calling them complement and adjunct, respectively.3 

The following two noun phrases will most convincingly contrast the comple問

ment and the adjunct. 
( 8 ) a. BBC no ryor£ no bangumi 

b.勺yorino BBC no bangumi 
(8a) is syntactically well悶 formedwith the complement ryori no appearing 

in the proper place (pre-HN positio吋. In (Sb), with the intervening adjunct 
which removes ryor£ no from the p何回目N position, well-formedness is not 

achieved. 
That the adjunct is really position悶 freemay also be verified by placing two or 

more adjuncts side by side in front of the same head noun. For example, 

2 Some of the strings in (7) definitely sound more acceptable than others. Refer to Mori 

(1995) for an explanation. 

3 In support of the complement-adjunct dichotomy, further evidence is available, pertaining 

to topicalization. See Mori (1992b; 1995). 
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( 9) BBC no, gogo no, ni-jikan han no, senshil no bangumi4 （“BBC's two-
and-a-half出 hourafternoon program last week ”） 

All but the last modifier are removed from the pre-HN position, suggesting 
that they are all adjuncts. With senshil no, one can employ the method of 
scrambling to determine its status. The application of scrambling to (9) will 
yield: 

( 9') ( BBC no, senshil no, ni-jikαn han no, gogo no) 
Jgogo no, niブ：ikαnhan no, senshil no, BBC no I 
{ ~ bangumi 
) senshil no, gogo no, BBC no, ni-jikan han no ( 
I etc. I 

That these are all grammatical proves that none of these modifiers is confined 
to the pre-HN position. In short, they are all adjuncts. 

Now, consider (10) below, where the complement ryori no has been added: 
(10) BBC no, gogo no, niザ・ikanhan no, senshil no, ryori no bangumi 
Since ryori no is supposed to be confined to the pre回目N position, the reloca-

tion of it to any other position should be unsuccessful. And that indeed is the 
case: 

(10') (* BBC no, ryori no, senshil no, niてjikanhan no, gogo no) 
! *ryori no, gogo no, niヅikanhan no, senshil no, BBC no I 
{ ) bangumi i勺enshuno, gogo no, ryori no, BBC no, niブ；ikαnh o ( 
I etc. I 

Since all these modifiers except for ryori no are adjuncts which permit 
scrambling, as established in (91), none of them is responsible for the syntactic 
distortion present in (10'); it is ascribed solely to ryori no appearing in the 
wrong place. 

The diagram below shows the structural relations among the adjunct, the 
complement, and the head noun.5 

(11) 

NP 

／／ COMPLEMENT 

／ 
ryoγi 110 bangumi 

The complement is more closely related to the head noun than the adjunct is, 
directly modifying the head noun. The adjunct relates to the head noun only 
indirectly, modifying the entire sequence of the complement and the head noun, 

4 After each NP-1叫 thereis a conspicuous phonological juncture (indicated by the use of a 
comma), signaling that it modifies the head noun rather than the nominal that immedi-
ately follows it. See [13] in the text. 

5 The details of how no is derived are deleted. Selkirk (1982: 36妊） reaches a similar struc-
tural account in his analysis of English “verbal compounds.” For a theoretical account of 
comρlement and adjunct based on the bar theory, see孔1ori(1992a; 1992b). 
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and not just the head noun. (12a) sketches the structure where the adjunct or 
the complement is missing. “Line-crossing”shown in (12b), which causes the 
complement and the adjunct to be transposed, will certainly be impermissible. 

(12) a. 
NP 

／ ／ツ＼
BBC no (COMP.) bangumi (ADJUNCT) ryori no bangumi 

b. 

COMPLEMENT ADJUNCT HEAD NOUN 

Incidentally, there is a type of pre悶 nominalmodification structure which is 

confusingly similar, but totally irrelevant, to that under consideration, e.g. 
(13) Hαwaii no oji no fudosan 
Hawaii no can modify either the head noun fudosan or the immediately 

following noun oji. The meaning will di百eraccordingly：‘my uncle’s real es四

tate, which is in Hawaii' (i.e., Ha印 。iino [ oji no fudosan]) v.s.‘the real estate of 
my uncle who is in Hawaii' (i.e., [Hawaii仰の；i]no judosαn). 

This structural di妊erenceis normally signaled by certain phonological fea-

tures. In [Ha乞vaiino [ oji no fudosan ]], noticeable juncture, and possibly a 
change in pitch, are observed between the two modifiers, but none of that will 
occur in [[Hawαii no oji] no judosαn]. In this paper, we will be concerned only 
with the modification structure where each of the no-modifiers relates indepen-
dently to the head noun, and none to the immediately following modifier. 

NP－問。

So far, we have established the syntactic duality of the p町田nominalNP-no 
modifier: adjunct and complement. Now, the complement and the adjunct 
will be examined in terms of semantic roles, or meanings. The NP-no modi-
fier as adjunct has a number of semantic roles, as distinct from those of the 
Nトnomodifier as complement. First, we will look at the major meanings of 
the adjunct modifier, followed by a discussion on the meanings of the comple-
ment modifier .6 

恥宣odi自er

[Al] Possessor [of something] 
HAHA NO tokei （“my mother’s watch”） 
OJI NO judosan （“my uncle’s real estate”） 
JIBUN NO kuruma （“one's own car") 

6 See Mori (1993) for a more comprehensive list of complements and adjuncts. 
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{ OJI NO ~ HAW AH NO} fudosan （“my uncle’s real estate in Hawaii”） 
In this last example, behind the adjunct of possessor ( OJI NO) appears another 

modifier (in FULL BOLD岡 FACE). The order of the two modifiers is reversible, 

which is indicated by the use of a two-way arrow. That suggests that they are 

both position-free and are, hence, adjuncts. (HAWAII NO: locative informa-
tion. See [A10] below.〕
[A2] User, tentative owner, occupant, etc. 

TOM NO office/computer （“Tom’s o伍ce/computer”）
SAN-NEN-SEI NO kyoshitsu （“3rd year students' classrooms”） 
MUSUKO NO heya （“our son’s room”） 
{ TOM NO ~ DAIGAKU NO} office （“Tom’s o伍ce at the university" 

(DAIGAKU NO : posse“or [Al] or entirety [A6］〕
[A3] Relationship 

KENJI NO se1附 i/kyodai（“Kenji’s teacher/siblings”） 
KO-INU NO kainushi （“the owner of the puppy”） 
KYOTO NO shimaιtoshi （“Kyoto’s sister city”） 
{KENJI NOご区OKO回JIDAINO} sensei （“Kenji’s high school teacher”） (KOKO回

JIDAI NO: temporal information [A9］〕
[ A 4] Member [ of an establishment/institution] 

TOM NO kaishα／kuni （“Tom's company/country”） 
MUSUME NO yoch的1（“my daughter's kindergarten”） 
{TOM NOご TOKYONO} kaisha （“Tom’s company in Tokyo”） (TOKYO NO: 

locative information [A10］〕
[AS] Establishment [of which someone/something is a part] 

w AKABA DAIGAKU NO gakusei／々がu-jin（“students/faculty of W akaba Uni回

versity”） 
NIHON NO jinko （“the population of Japan”） 
{ NIH ON NO 戸 GO回SEN回MANNO} rodo jinko （“SO million working population 

of Japan”） (GO回SEN回MANNO: counter [A7]J 
[A6] Entirety [modifying parts] 

ZO NO 11仰ni（“an elephant’s ears”） 
GO-GATSU NO chめm （“themiddle part of May”） 
KYOTO NO hokubu （“the northern part of Kyoto”） 
{z6 NOご UCHIWA-GATA NO} mimi （‘an elephant’s fan-shaped ears’） 
(UCHIWA回 GATANO: physical appearance [A11］〕

[A7] Counter 
SAN-BUG NO koneko （“three kittens”） 
NトJIKANNO kyukei （“a two叩 hourbreak”） 
NトDONO homon （“two visits”） 
{SAN-BIKI NO口TONARI NO} koneko (three kittens of one's neighbor”） 
【TONARINO: establishment [AS］〕

[AS] Producer, performer, sponsor, writer, etc. 
TANIZAKI NO shosetsu （“Tanizaki’s novels”） 
KOSHIR6 NO Hamlet （“Hamlet by Koshiro”） 
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BBC NO bangu仰（“BBC’sprograms”） 
PTA NO bazααr （“a bazaar by PT A”） 
SEIKO NO tokei （“a Seiko watch”） 
{BBC NO~ EDDIE NO} bαngumi （“Eddie's program on BBC”） 

BBC NO and EDDIE NO are both the adjunct of producer, performer, etc., and 
are reversible, just as are any two adjuncts appearing side by side. 

[A9] Temporal information 
HARV NOαrashi （“storms in spring”） 
MEIJI JIDAI NO sakka （“writers in the Meiji era”） 
GOGO NO shuppatsu （“departure in the afternoon”） 
{ SHICHI-JI NO己 BBCNO} news （‘7 0’clock news on BBC’） (BBC NO : pro-
ducer, etc. [A8］〕

[ Al OJ Locative information 
JIKKEN SHITSU NO computer （“a computer in the laboratory”） 
HAWAII NOの；i/uchi（“one’s uncle / home in Hawaii”） 
HITAI NO ase （“perspiration on the forehead”） 
{JIKKEN SHITSU NO ~ NI回 DAINO} computer （“two computers in the labora-

tory”）【NトDAINO: counter [A7］〕
[ Al 1] Physical appearance and features 

MARV-GAO NO hito （“a round同 facedperson”） 
JEANS NO josei （“a woman in jeans”） 
AKAi KUBIW A NO neko （“a cat with a red collar”） 
BAIKU NO otoko （“a man on a motorbike”)7 
{MARV同 GAONO Z立JEANSNO} otoko （“a round-faced man in jeans" 

MARV田 GAONO and JEANS NO are both the adjunct of physicαlα：ppeαrαnce 
αnd feαtures. 

[A12] Agent [of an event/ state of being] 
The head noun in this construction is usually a noun derived from an adjec-

tive (yasusa), an adjectival noun (idaisa), or a verb (m繰り， orwhat is commonly 

known as“a verbal noun川 liketorai and kekkon. 
HARV NO torai （“the coming of spring”） 
ANI NO kekkon （“my big brother's marriage”） 
KION NO te的α（“dropof temperature”） 
CHICHI NO idaisα（“the nobleness / fame of my father”） 
BUKKA NO yasusa （“the low price of things”） 
{TOM NOζ立区ODOMOJIDAI NO} kinbensa （“Tom's diligence as a child”） 
(KODOMO JIDAI NO: temporal information [A9］〕

Examples of a cluster of three or more adjuncts are provided below. 

Although some of them may be stylistically somewhat disputable, syntactically 

7 BUS/TAXI/KISHA NO, as in BUS/TAXI/KISHA NO  otoko （“a man in a bus/cab/train”）， is the 
adjunct of locative information (see [A10] above), just as is EKI/TANA/DAIGAKU NO  （“in the 
station / on the shelf/ at the university”）． 

8 Martin (1975: 179). Verbal nouns correspond in large part to Chomsky’s“neutral lexical 
items ”（1970: esp. 193) and Koptjevskaja-Tamm’s“action nominals”（1993: 3). 
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they are all well聞 formed. Again, all these modifiers are position問 freeand may 

be rearranged in any order. 

a. {AMERICA DAITORYO NO [A12］戸KYONENNO [A9] ~ NトDONO [A7]} hon問

ichi （“The U.S. President’s two visits to Japan last year”） 
b. {TENJI-KAI NO [A10］ごNISSANNO [A8] ~ TAISHO JIDAI NO [A9] 己 HARD-

TOP NO [A11日kurumα（“Nissanhard田 topcars of the Taisho era at the 

fair”） 
c. {KONO RUGBY CLUB NO [AS]~ WAKABA DAIGAKU NO伊丹己NI-MEINO 

[A7］戸CHOHATSUNO [A11] ~ KOTOSHI NO [A9]} se1幼 u （“two long-

haired players in this rugby club this year from W akaba University”） 
A multi-adjunct construction will become ambiguous if the constituent 

adjunct(s) permit plural interpretations, which indeed is quite common. That 

will be true regardless of the order of the constituent adjuncts-for example, 

a. { SAGA KEN NO, NEW YORK NO} shimai-toshi 
If {[A3], [A10日， then（“Saga Prefecture’s sister city in NYづ
If {[A10], [A3]}, then （“NY’s sister city in Saga Pref.”） 

b. {ToM NO, DAIGAKU NO, JIKKEN SHITSU NO} comρuter 
If {[A2], [Al], [A10日， then（“a computer for Tom's use, owned by the 

university, installed in the lab.”） 
グ｛［Al],[A2], [A10]}, then （“a computer owned by Tom, for use at the 

university, installed in the lab.”） 
If {[Al], [A10], [A2]}, then （“a computer owned by Tom, installed in the 

university, for laboratory use”） 

五征odi自er

[Cl] Material 
Material refers to what something is chiefly made out of or what collectively 

constitutes something. 

TOMATO NO soup （“tomato soup”） 
KINU NO kin仰 10（“a silk kimo仰”）
GOMI NO yama （“a heap of garbage’， 
HITSUJI NO mure （“a herd of sheep”） 
{*TOMATO NO, NABE NO→ NABE NO, TOMATO NO} soψ （“tomato soup in a 

pan”） 
The alternative shown to the left of the arrow is ungrammatical because the 

intervening adjunct NAB配 NO(foeαt 
ment from the pre悶 HNposition. The alternative given to the right of the ar-

row, where the complement appears in the proper place, is grammatical. 

One interesting syntactic feature of the complement is that the accompanying 

particle no is often deleted, yielding nominal compounds: e.g., TOMATO NO soup 
→TOMATO田 soup;TAKE NO kago→TAKE閑 kago.9 The deletion of no, or com回

pounding, will not apply to the adjunct.10 The particle no, wherever deletable, 
will be placed in square brackets ([NO]); phonetic changes in the head noun or 

modifier resulting from the drop of no, if any, will also be indicated as follows: 
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/h （→b) ashi/ for /hashi→ bas hi/; /FUNE （→A)/ for /FUNE→ PUNA/. 

[C2] Physical content 
Physical content refers to what is contained or stored in something else. 

GOMI NO fukuro （“a bag containing trash”） 
SPICE NO can （“a can containing spices”） 
NAGA-ISU NO heya （“a room with long chairs”） 

Physical content shares many of its lexemes with use／ρurpose (see [CS] below), 
resulting in ambiguities: for example, GOMI NO fukuro can also mean“a bag 

used for keepi時 garbage(viz. a garbage bag）.” 
{*SPICE NO, HANA=GARA NO→HANA固 GARANO, SPICE NO} can （“a can with 

floral design in which spices are stored”） (HANA-GARA NO: adjunct of 

ρhysical apρeαrance [A11］〕
[C3] Graphic/verbal content 

Graphic content refers to a picture or drawing in photographs, paintings, fig-

ures, illustrations, etc., and verbal content to the written or spoken contents of 
discussions, explanations, signs and notices, letters, news, etc. 

KAZOKU [NO] shashin （“a picture of one's family”） 
YOGISHA [No] list （“a list of suspects”） 
OBAKE [NO] h （→b) anashi （“ghost stories”） 
{*YδGISHA NO，区EISATSUNO→阻ISATSUNO, YOGISHA [NO]} list （“the police 

list of suspects”）［医EISATSUNO: adjunct of eitherρassessor [ A 1] or loca問

tぬeinformation [A10］〕
[C4] Field of speciαlity 
Field of speciality refers to a special area or field as of a restaurant, a profes-

sion, a publication, etc. 

EIGO [NO] kyoin （“a teacher of English”） 
CHUKA [NO] restaurant （“a Chinese restaurant”） 
RUGBY [No] senshu /magazine/ kyoshitsu （“rugby players/ magazines/ 

class”） 

9 Na-deletion is a far-reaching operation; yet, there are instances where it is not triggered. 
Various factors seem to govern it, but one of them is clearly lexical, e.g., A merica-ryoko 
but * America-tabi （“a trip to/in America”） ; * fune-ryoko but funaイabi（“a trip by ship ”）． 
Thus, despite compounding being applicable only to the complement, it only serves as a 
confirmation, but not as a test, of complement. 

10 Thus, SHACI王oNO kuruma→＊sHACHO kurumα；SHICHトJINO news －→＊SHICHI-JI news; BBC 
NO bangumi→ ＊BBC bangumi. But no in the adjunct of agent may be deleted, as in: 
NANMIN [NO] zoka （“increase of refugees”） ; TENKO [NO] kazfuku （“improvement of the 
weather ”） ; JYOKYO [NO] akka （“deterioration of the situation ”）. This, however, is an 
entirely di宜erentoperation form compounding under consideration. Compare: （… zoka 可 （…仰）（戸otec

TENIζ6, kαif吋 uI vs. I TENKδ－chosα ｜（“investigation of the weather”） 
JYOKYδ，akkαj  人JYOKYO悶 hαndαn) （‘‘judgement of the situation" 

With the phrases on the left, there is a noticeable juncture (and possibly a change in 
pitch) after the initial nouns. The deletion of no in these phrases is abbreviation (as op司

posed to compounding in the phrases on the right), commonly employed in telegrams, 
memos, headlines, etc. 
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{*HATSUON NO, PAPERBAC区 NO→PAPERBACKNO, HATSUON [No]} jisho （“a 
paperback pronunciation dictionary”） (PAPERBACK NO: adjunct of ap-
ρearance [A11］〕

[CS] Use/purpose 
Use/purpose refers to what something is designed or used for. Some lexical 

representations of this complement are ambiguous, referring also to physical 
content. (See GOMI NO fukuro under [C2].)11 

GOMI [NO] f （→b) ukuro （“a garbage bag”） 
JOSHI [NO] toire （“a ladies’room”） 
KAZE [NO] k （→g) usuri （“cold medicine”） 
RYOKO [No] tsumitate （“saving money, or money saved, for a trip”） 
{*KAZE NO, HIKIDASHI NO→悶悶DASH!NO, KAZE [NO]} kusuri （“cold medi-

cine in the drawer”） ［醐阻DASH!NO: adjunct of locative informαtion 
[A10]) 

[C6] Means/language 
Means is relevant to transportation, communication, manufacturing, etc. 

DENWA [No] renrαku （“notification by phone”） 
FUNE （→A) [No] tabi （“a trip by ship”） 
HANGO NO meshi （“rice cooked in a ca凶 een") 

SENPAKU [NO] yuso （“transport by ship”） 
Language includes not only a particular language, such as English and J apa回

nese but a writing system (hirag,αnα）， accent (doitsu田gonamari), a tone of voice, 

etc. 

EIGO [No] kaisetsu （“explanations in English”） 
KO-GOE NO hanashi （“chat in a whispering voice " 

DOITSU-GO NAMARI NO enzetsu （“a speech in German accent”） 
HIRAGANA BAKARI NO tegami （“a letter written entirely in hiragana”） 
{*FUNE NO, NATSU NO→ NATSU NO, FUNE （→A) [No]} tabi （“a boat trip in 
the summer”） (NATSU NO: adjunct of temporal information [A9]] 

[C7] Source 
Source refers to a place, thing, or person that something comes or derives 

from. 

TOKYO NO okyαku-s仰 z/nimotsu（“visitors/luggage from Tokyo”） 
GAIKOKU [No] seihin （“foreign products”） 
KOKUMIN NO koe （“citizens’voice”） 
KAWA [No] s （→z）αkana （“おhfrom a river”） 
GINKO [NO] yilshi （“a loan from a bank”） 
TANIN NO shinsetsu （“kindness from others”） 
{*KAWA NO, AKAi OBIRE NO→ A瓦AIOBIRE NO, KAWA [NO]} S （→z) akana （“a 

river fish with a red tail fin ”）〔A区AIOBIRE NO: adjunct of α：ppearance 

11 Unlike the complement of use/purpose, the particle no in the complement of physical con-
tent probably never drops-thus, GOMI NO  fukuro (either physical content or use/purpose), 
but GOMI bukuro (only use/purpose). 
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[A11］〕
[C8] Desti仰がon
Destination refers to a goal or destination to be aimed at. 

TOKYO NO okyαku-smψ仰 wtsu（“visitors/luggage going to Tokyo”） 
HOKKAIDO NO tabi （“a trip to Hokkaido”） 
TOKYO [NO] tochaku （“one’s arrival at Tokyo”） 
NOMIYA NO shiharai （“a payment to a bar”） 

Lexemes for destination and source sometimes overlap, when ambiguities will 
arise. Compare the first example here with that in [C7]. No expresses a dia閑

metrically opposite direction: to as opposed to from. 
{*TOKYO NO, TOM NO→TOM NO, TOKYO [NO]} tochaku ［“Ton内 arrivalin 

Tokyo”） (TOM NO: adjunct of agent [A12］〕
[C9] Rec£ρient 
Recipient refers to a person to whom something is directed or extends.12 

RO JIN [NO] iryo （“medical care for the aged”） 
SEISAN-SHA [NO] rieki （“benefit for producers”） 
HO KO-SHA [NO] meiwaku （“inconveniences to pedestrians”） 
KOSHI NO shαrei （“fee to be paid to the lecturer”） 
{*ROJIN NO, BYOIN NO→BYOIN NO, RδJIN NO} iryo (medical care for the 
aged at hospitals）〔BYOINNO: adjunct of locative information [AlO]] 

[C10] Cause 
Cαuse refers to a reason or cause conducive to some action or condition. 

RYOKO [No] ts （→z) ukare （“fatigue from a trip”） 
KAZE [NO] netsu （“fever from a cold”） 
OIL SHOCK NO dageki （“a blow from oil shortage”） 
TEAM WORK NO shori （“victory through teamwork”） 
y AKEDO NO kizu （“a scar caused by a burn”） 
{*OIL SHOCK NO, KIGYO NO→区IGYONO, OIL SHOCK NO} dαigeki （“a blow 

that the oil crisis has given to businesses”） (KIGYO NO: adjunct of recφι 
ent [A9］〕

[C11] Place of event 
Place of event modifies the head noun which refers to some kind of activity or 

event, hence, normally verbal nouns (see [A12]) like chのhα （“parking”） and 

taizai （“sojourn”）， verb-derivatives like kurashi （“life”） and moke （“earnings”）， 
or quasi-verbal nouns like jiko （“accident”） and matsuri （“festival”）.＇3 

ROJO [No] chusha （“parking on the street”） 
HOTEL [NO] ta臼ai（“one's stay in a hotel”） 

12 The distinction between destination and recipient can be hazy, as we shall see later in 
reference to (31b) and (42). 

13 Probably, the nouns derived from adjectives (e.g., yasusa) and adjectival nouns (shizu-
kasa) also occur with place of event-e.g., NIHON NO, KURUMA NO  shizukasa; GAIKOKU NO, 

YASAI N O  yasusa. In at least one structural interpretation of these phrases, the initial no開

modifier modifies the head noun (i.e.，“cars being quiet in Japan" and “vegetables being 
cheaper in foreign countries”）． 
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TOKAI [NO] k （→g) urαshi （“life in the city" 
KδSATEN NO jiko （“accidents in intersections" ） 
{*HOTEL NO, SHU-MATSU NO→SHU-MATSU NO, HOTEL NO} taizai (one’s stay 
at a hotel on weekends) (s阻む田MATSUNO: adjunct of temporal informa問

tion [A9]] 
[C12] Object 
Object occurs with the head noun which refers to some kind of action, as we 

will see in more detail from (34) onward. 
KENNEDY NOαnsatsu （“assassir削 ionof Ken問 dy”）
SHIZEN NO hakai （“destruction of nature円）
YOGISHA NO taiho （“arrest of a suspect”） 
{*JOHO NO, SEIFU NO→SEIFU NO, JOHO NO} kokai （“the government’s 
release of information ) (SEIF‘u NO: adjunct ofαgent [A12] 〕

Obseれrations

We have seen that since the adjunct is not restricted to the pre回目N position, 
two or more adjuncts can appear side by side in any order. Furthermore, the 

sequence of two or more adjuncts, plus one complement, is also possible, as 
long as the complement is the last modifier to appear, occupying the pre-HN 

position. The ongoing observations can be formulated as follows: 

(14) a. [A1cx:十（C)]HN  
b. BUT: *[C+A1cx:] HN  (A1cx:：“one or more adjuncts”） 

There is yet another type of p何回nominalmodification structure which has 
not been taken into account: a sequence of two or more complements, with or 

without any preceding adjunct(s)-namely, 

(15) [Aocx:十C2cx:]HN  (Ao田＝“anynumber of adjuncts, including zero”； 
C2cx:＝“two or more complements”） 

However, if the complement, as previously observed, is really restricted to 
the pre回目N position, all but the last complement in (15) will necessarily violate 
that rule, yielding ill問 formedmodification. That certainly has proven to be the 
case when an adjunct or adjuncts force(s) the complement to vacate the pre閑 HN

position-hence, (14b ). 
Curiously, however, our evidence points to the syntactic legitimacy of a clus-

ter of two or more complements as in (15), e.g., 
(16) a. {NEW ZEALAND NO, KIWI NO} wine （“kiwi fruit wine from NZ”） 

b. { KISHOCHO NO, RADIO NO, TSUNAMI NO} joho （“a report from the 
weather bureau over the radio on tsunami") 

(16a) has two complements: source [C7] and material [Cl] (in that order), and 
(16b) has three: source ([C7]), language ([C6]), and verbal content ([C3]). As we 
shall see later, a sequence of even four or more complements is also possible. 

Importantly, each of the complements in (16a) or (16b) can also occur by 
itself with the respective head noun with no neighboring complement(s)-thus, 
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(17) a. f NEW ZEALAND [NO] 1 ~ .. ~·Ann b. fKISH6cH6 [No]) 
lKIWI [No] j…… { RADIO [NO] } joho 

[TSUNAMI [NO] j 
Clearly, these modifiers are related separately to the head noun, and no bind回

i時 effectis in operation among them. (See the discussion at (13) above.) 

In any case, the multi-complement construction shown in (15) is grammati-

cal, despite the fact that, in a cluster of complements, only the last one appears 

in the pre-HN position. This will call for a reconsideration of the earlier 

postulate that the complement is confined to the pre即日N position. It is no 

longer fully accurate, accounting only for the construction that contains a single 

complement. 

First, a complement may appear alone, or two or more complements may 

form a (successive) cluster, and in either case, a complement or a complement 
cluster occurs immediately before the head noun. No extra modifier is allowed 

between the head noun and a complement or a complement cluster, nor it is al-

lowed inside the cluster. 

As a necessary corollary, the constraint, observed in (14b ), that all comple四

ments appear to the right of any adjunct(s) present also holds true. 
Another constraint concerning multi開 complementmodification concerns the 

ordering of the constituent complements. Unlike adjuncts which, in a cluster, 

can appear in completely random order (see (9')), some sort of fixed order is ob-

served in the arrangement of complements. Let us look at (16a) and (16b) 

once again, to confirm that the order of complements is never arbitrary: 

(19) a. * { KIWI NO, NEW ZEALAND NO} wine 

b. (* { RADIO NO, TSUNAMI NO, KISHOCHO NO }~ 
I* { KrnHocHo No, TsuNAMI No, RAmo No} I joho 
l * { TSUNAMI NO, KISHOCHO NO, RADIO NO}) 

The order to be followed in a sequence of complements will be our second 

major task in this survey and be pursued in the remainder of the paper. 

Data 

In considering the order of complements, special attention must be paid to the 

data to be presented as evidence. First of all, some lexical representations (viz. 

examples) of certain combinations of complements may not be readily accepted. 

Consider the sequence of use/puゆoseand physical content-which, in this or-
der, is valid (see the next subsection on order of complement modifiers): e.g., 

(i) koku-bin no, recipe no futo （“air mail envelope where recipes are kept”） ; (ii) 
saiho no, hagire no iremono （“a sewing-kit case containing waste pieces of 

cloth”） ; ( iii) gakko-iki・7叫 taiso-gino fukuro （“one’s school bag containing his/ 

her P. E. clothes”）. All these examples are supposed to be syntactically well-

formed. 

Note however that while the last two examples are devoid of awkwardness, 

the first one sounds quite awkward and will probably be rejected by many J ap田

anese speakers. The reason lies in its referent. Instances of multi田 comple回
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ment modification, such as (i), where reference to hypothetical or unconven-
tional ideas and situations obscures or even conceals syntactic well-formedness, 

require caution. 
There is another reason for which natural examples of multi-complement con-

struction are often hard to come by. As one may note by going over the list of 

complements above (i.e., [Cl] through [C12]), the complement is, by nature, 
prone to semantic equivocality, due in large part to its distinctive role in 
speech: economization of syntax for stylistic ellipsis.14 If explicitness is sought, 
therefore, the use of complement modifiers is inappropriate; they should be re問

placed by longer and less equivocal syntactic options, such as a relative clause as 
in ：官官ce~炉問o haitte国的I,koku-bin no futo.15 

Another factor contributing to the obscurity of syntactic well-formedness, par-

ticularly true of multi-complement modification, is the length of utterances. 
In (20) below, for example, the longer the modification, the less natural it is.16 

(20) { HONSHA NO} tsutatsu （“a notice from the head O伍ce"
{ HONSHA NO, SHISHA NO} tsutαtsu （“... to branch o伍ces”）
{ HONSHA NO, SHISHA NO, DENWA NO} tsutatsu （“. • • by telephone”） 
{ HONSHA NO, SHISHA NO, DENWA NO, KINKY右 KAIGINO} tsutatsu （“．．． 

regarding an emergency meeting”） 
But again, this concerns frequency of occurrence, stylistic preference, and so 

forth-problems which lie outside the scope of syntax. 
A still more di伍cultproblem which may make the multi-complement modi-

fication appear untenable is that a lexically identical NP-no modifier often al回

lows a number of possible interpretations. Consider: 
(21) a. TOM NO shashin (shash仇・“snapshot”）

b. TOM NO, DIAMOND HEAD NO shashin 
In (21a), not only is it possible to interpret TOM NO  as either an adjunct11 or a 

complement, but, even as a complement alone, it is ambiguous in at least three 
ways: (i) source （“that comes from Tom”） ; (ii) rec争犯nt（“tl凶 hasbeen taken, 

developed, etc., for Tom”）； (iii) graρhie content （“that has a picture of Tom”）． 
In (21b), at least the second modifier (a complement) is unambiguous 

(graphic content), though the initial complement remains either source or 
rec伊ient. Plainly, (21 b) is a far more revealing example, evidencing the 
definite precedence of either source or recipient over graphic content-which 
may easily be confirmed by reversing the two complements, as in: *DIAMOND 

14 English prepositions and genitives have an analogous function, responsible for ambiguities 
as in: the love of God, his talk on the TV show, those books and magazines about the fire-
place, and John's problem (the problem John faces vs. your problem about John). 

15 Note that the relative clause modifier (recipe ga haitte-iru) now precedes the complement 
koku-bin no (i.e., use/purpose), because a complement allows nothing to intervene between 
itself and the head noun, other than another complement. See (14b) and (15). 

16 No before the head noun is often deleted. The more complements cluster together, the 
more plausible, and more sensible indeed, it is to delete no wherever possible. 

17 ToM NO as an adjunct is also ambiguous: possessor （“that belongs to Tom”）， user （“that 
Tom uses”）， or producer （“that was taken by Tom ”）． 
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HEAD NO, JOHN NO shαshiη． 
In short, to uncover the interrelations among complements, lexically unam回

biguous data are prerequisites, but as many of such relations are uncovered, 

disambiguation of complements will also become easier. 

Order of Compleme阻ま Modi鼠ers

Let us examine the order of the complements identified in the previous 

section, starting with material, physical content, graphic/verbal content, and use/ 
purpose. Study (22a) through (22d) below, to observe that materiαf precedes 
physical content, graphic/verbal content, or use／ρurpose, but follows field of 
sρeciality.18 Furthermore, it is clear from (22e) and (22f) that use/purpose has 
precedence over physical content or graphic/verbal content. 

(22) a. material-physical content 
GLASS NO, PASTA NO yoki （“a glass container that contains pasta”） 

b. mαterial-graphic/verbal content 
KI NO，“CHUSHA KINSHI”［No] Juda （“a wooden sign saying No 
Parking！”） 

w ASHI NO, TSURU NO kakejiku （“a rice回 paperscroll with a drawing 

of a crane”） 
c. material-use/puゆose

PLASTIC NO, KOZENI NO sazfu （“a plastic coin purse”） 
d. field of speciality-material 

AINU KOGEI NO, KI NO horimono （“wood carvings in Ainu art craft”） 
e. use/purpose-physical content 

GAKKO-IKI NO, TAISO-GI NO fukuro （“one's school bag containing 

P.E. clothes”） 
f. use／ρurpose-graphic/verbal content 

NIHON問 GOCLASS NO, KANJI NO jisho （“a kanji dictionary for a J apa問

nese class”） 
NEN田 MATSUSALE NO，“DAI BARGAIN”NO kanban （“a sign for a year-

end sale, which says BなBargain”）
A combination of physical content and graphic/verbal content is not available, 

suggesting that the two complements are mutually exclusive: where one ap-

pears, the other will not. That is almost self-evident, in that things like 

paintings and snapshots, or dictionaries and signs, which are commonly associ問

ated with graphic or verbal content are normally not for storing things in them. 

Conversely, boxes and bags, associated with some physical content, have little 

18 As seen at (17) above, the two or more complements that appear in these and the follow-
ing examples can also appear independently. Thus, 

（前山o］〕 s
[NO] up but ：〕 kakejiku

Besides, the deletion of no for compounding also applies in most cases (e.g., TAMAGO同 soup;
CHURA-soup), but not in all cases (*WASHトkakり＇iku;*TSVRV-kakり＇iku).
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relevance to graphic19 or verbal content. Thus, physical content and graphic/ 
verbal content which are in complementary distribution will be represented 
hereafter: {physical content ～ graρhic/verbal content}. 

From the ongoing observations, one can derive the following: 

(23) field of specz'ality-material-use/puゆose-{physicalcontent～ graphic/ 
verbal content} 

Examples of di宜erentcombinations of these complements may not be amiss. 

(24) a. field of speciality-material-use/purpose 
CHUKA NO, TETSU NO, AGEMONO [No] nabe （“an metal frying pan in 

Chinese cooki句”）
b. field of speciality-material-use/purpose-physical content 

KAGAKU NO, GLASS NO, JIKKEN回 YONO, YAKUHIN [No] yoki （“a glass 

container for experiments in chemistry with some chemical 

inside”） 
c. field of speciality-material-grゅhic/verbalcontent 

AINU KOGEI NO, KI NO, KUMA NO horimono （“a wood carving of a 

bear in Ainu art craft”） 

Now, let us turn to meαns/language 
(25) a. use/purpose-means-material 

YU回 SHOKUNO, HANGO NO, YASAI [No] ryori （“a vegetable dish for 

supper, fixed in a canteen”） 

b. use/ purpose-language-material-graphic/verbal con tent 
JIKO BOSHI NO, EIGO NO, KI NO，“CHUSHAKINSHI”NO tatefuda （“a 

wooden No Parking! sign board in English for the prevention of 
accidents”） 

Though means and language have been coupled (mem叫lmψwge),they occur 

either independently as in (25), or jointly as in (26) below. In either case, they 

fall between use/purpose and material. Besides, when the two complements 

appear together, the order is not important-hence, {means~ language}. 
(26) {means~ language} 

{TEREBI [No]~ CHUGOKU-GO [No]} commercial （“Chinese-language com-

mercial messages on TV”） 
To incorporate {means己 language}, (23) will be expanded as follows: 
(27) field of speciality-use／仰ゆose-{means ~ language }-material-{physi回

cal content～ graphic/verbal content} 
Source and destination will be examined next. 
(28) a. source-field of speciality-language 

AMERICA NO, GENGO-GAKU NO, EIGO [No] roゆun（“English articles 

from America in the field of linguistics”） 

b. source-use/purpose-material 
CHUGOKU NO, KEKKON SHII{I NO, KINU NO isho （“weddi時 costume

19 The no-modifier as in hanagara no pot （“a pot with floral designs ”） or kotaku-inga no 
shashin （“glossy photos ”） should not be confused with the complement of graphic content; 
it is the adjunct of physicalαppearance. 
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from China, made of silk”） 
c. source-{ means戸 language}-graphic/verbal content 

KISHOCHO NO, TEREBI NO 己 EIGO NO, TSUNAMI [No] joho （“an Eng問

lish report on TV  from the weather bureau on tsunαmi”） 
d. source-material 

NEW ZEALAND NO, KIWI [No] wine （“kiwi fruit wine from New 

Zealand”） 
Source precedes all the complements seen in (27), plus even desti 
(29) a. source-destination-ph戸間fcontent 

ZENKOKU NO, KOBE-SHI NO, KY右ENBUSSHI NO 7仰 wtsu（“packages of 

relief goods from the entire nation to Kobe City”） 
b. source-destination-use/purpose 

TOKYO HONSHA NO, KAKU-SHISHA NO, BONUS NO kane （“bonus mon回

ey from the Tokyo head o伍ceto all branch o伍ces”）
fa叩 npleswhere source and desti仰がonappear together, such as those in (29), 

are rare, but if they do, they are right next to each other, and in this order. In 

short, source appears ahead of all complements examined so far, i.e., 
(30) source-destination-field of sρeciality-use/purpose-{ means~ Zan国

guage }_c._material-{physical content～ graphic/verbal content} 
Finally, let’s see where recipient and cause will fit in. 
(31) a. recipient-cause 

YUSHUTSU GYOSHA NO, EN田 DAKA[NO] dageki （“a blow to exporters 
with the strengthening of yen" 

b. source-reciρient-cause 
PTA NO, KδSHI NO, KOEN NO sharei （“the speaker’s fee from PTA 

for his/her talk”） 
Source precedes rec伊ient,which in turn precedes cause. 
The distinction between destination and recipient is often not as easy to make 

as one wishes, especially when source is present, as in (31b). Actually, how-

ever, the exact distinction between these complements is not crucial since they 

are mutually exclusive, i.e., { destination～ recipient}. 
(31) shows that cαuse follows-or more correctly, occurs somewhere behind 

recipient, or as it has just been revised, behind { destination～ recかient}. In 

(32) below, the exact place of cause is between field of speciality and use/purpose. 
(32) a. field of sρecial i ty-cause 

NIHON KEIZAI NO, EN-DAKA [NO] fukyo （“depression in Japanese 
economy, due to the strengthening of yen" 

b. cause-use/purpose 
EN回 DAKANO, YUSHUTSU SOKUSHIN [NO] tokurei問 ho（“a special law, 

motivated by the strengthening of yen, for promoting exports" 

With that, the sequencing of complements is completed: 

(33) source-{ destination～ recipient }-field of speciality-cαuse-use／ρurpose 
一 ｛means戸 language }-material-{physical content ～ graphic/verbal 
content} 
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The foregoing observations regarding the order of complements have been 
limited to a certain type of pre叩 nominalmodification. The head noun appear-

ing in all our examples so far refers to some thing, tangible or otherwise, such 
as hasami （“scissors”）， horimono （“carvings”）， }oho （“information”）， dageki （“a 
blow”）， and so on. For convenience’s sake, let’s call this type of noun“the 
noun of non醐 ，action.”

The head noun can also refer to some sort of action (i.e.，“the noun of 
αction" 
varbal noun or the verb-derivative (see [A12] and [C11]), such as taishoku （“res開

ignation”）， yuso （“transport”）， kurashi ("life"), and moke （“earnings”）. We 
will now examine the order of complements which modify the noun of action. 

Depending on whether the head noun refers to action or not, certain 
differences are observed in the modifying complements. One such difference 
is that not all complements identified in (33) with the noun of non－αc白・onoccur 
with the noun of action, and vice versa. Lexically, certain complements are 
not cohesive with one or the other type of noun. Specifically, material, physi問

cal content, and graphic content will not occur with the noun of action. 
One the other hand, the complement of object occurs only with the noun of 

αction, or to be precise, with one class of nouns of action, as illustrated in (34a), 
as opposed to those as in (34b). 

(34) a. KANKYO [NO] hakai （“destruction of environment”） 
GENSHI-RYOKU [NO] riyo （“use of atomic energy”） 

b. KAWASE SOBA NO hendo （“change in exchange rate”） 
RIRITSU NO teかαku（“fall of interest rates”） 

While the modifiers in (34a) are both the complement of object, those in (34b) 
are the adjunct of agent. Again, that can be verified, as shown below, by the 

interposition of an extra adjunct-in this case, saikin no～ecent”（temporal 
information). The complement in (35a), though not the adjunct in (35b), is 
clearly out of place. 
(3 5) a. *KANKYO NO  

*GENSHトRYOKUNO 

riyo) 
b. KAWASE SOBA NO 
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館。 hendo（ご 飽O KAWASE SOBA NO  

RIRITSU NOS倒的拘飽Oteiraku （ご縦続的関 RIRITSUNO teiraku) 
Another di宜erencebetween the noun of action and the noun of non-action is 

in the modifier pertaining to a place. It is possible to qualify either type of 
noun by furnishing some sort of place modifier. For the noun of non-action, 
that is done by an adjunct (i.e., locative information [ Al O]), but for the noun of 
action, by a complement (i.e., event of place [C11]). Compare: 

(36) a. HATAKE NO shigoto （“work in a vegetable garden”） (complement) 

b. HATAKE NO yasai （“vegetables in a garden”）〔adjunct〕
Again, unlike the adjunct in (37b), the complement in (37a) will not tolerate 

the presence of the adjunct natsu no （“in the summer time”） in this position. 
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(37) a. 勺-IATAKENO開 抑 制shigoto（→側伽飽0HATAKE NO shigoto) 
b. HATAKE NO糊 tsu飽oyasαi （ご拘atsu飽0HATAKE NO yasai) 

In sum, apart from material, physical content, and graphic content which are 
lexically not cohesive with the noun of αction, all the others, including object 
and place of event, are potential complement modifiers for it, as illustrated be問

low. The complement of object has been shown in the position where it nor叩

mally appears, though it is optional and hence placed in parentheses. 

(38) a. Source: TOKYO NO, (NIMOTSU NO) hαsso （“the sending o妊 ofpack-

ages from Tokyo”） 
b. Destination: ENKAKU-CHI NO, (YUBIN-BUTSU [No]) haitatsu （“deliv四

ery of mail to remote places”） 
C. Recipient: PTA NO, (SAN-ZEN EN NO) kぴu（“donation of 3,000 yen 

to the PTA”） 
d. Cause: ZEIKIN NOGARE NO, (cHOBO [No] kαizan （“juggling of books 

for tax evasion”） 
e. Use/purpose: DAIGAKU JUKEN NO, (YOSO MONDAI [No]) fukushu 

（“review of anticipated problems in preparation for college回 ad-

mission exams”） 
ιField of speciality: GENGO-GAKU NO, (HOGEN [No]) chosα（“linguis悶

tic survey of dialects”） 
g. Means: SENPAKU NO, (BUKI [No]) yuso （“transport of weapons by 

ship”） 
h. Language: NIHON-GO NO, (SHIYOHO [No]) setsumei （“explanation of 

how to use it in Japanese”） 
1. Place of event: SEKAI-JU NO, (KANKYO [No]) hαkai （“worldwide dか

struction of the environment”） 
J. Verbal content: ZEIKIN [NO] setsumei （“explanation about tax”） 
k. Object: JOHO NO kokai （“release of information”） 

Note that o匂・ect,if present, follows all the other complements: namely, it is 

the last modifier to appear, closest to the head noun. It may also be noted that 

object will not occur with verbal content (see (38j)), suggesting that no noun (of 
action) takes both object and verbal content at the same time. Thus, the last 

complement that appears in a sequence of complements is either object or verbal 
content, i.e., { verbal content～ object}. 

The question now is in what order these complements appear before the 

noun of action. To state our conclusion first, there is no significant di妊erence

in the order of complements attributable to the different type of head noun. 

In (39) below, one can observe that place of event precedes all of the potential 
complements for the noun of action listed in (38). 

(39) a. place of event-object 
DALLAS NO, KENNEDY [NO］αnsatsu （“assassination of Kennedy in 

Dallas”） 
b. place of event-verbal content 

KAIG I NO, TEIAN [NO] setsumei （“explanation of a proposal at a 
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meeting”） 
c. place of event-language-object 

FUTA NO, NIHON踊 GONO, KUMITATE-KATA NO setsumei （“Japanese dト

rections on the cover about how to put it together”） 
d. place of event-means 

TOKAI NO, DENSHA [No] tsukin （“commuting by train in the city”） 
e. place of event-field of study 

NIHON NO, KOKO四 GAKU [NO] CHOSA （“archeaological survey m 

Japan”） 
f. place of event-use/purpose 

STADIUM NO, SHIAI [NO] j仰 bi（“preparations for a game at a 

stadium”） 
g. place of event-cause 

HIGHWAY NO, TOKETSU [No] jiko （“accidents on highways caused by 

freezi句”）
h. place of event-recipient 

KATEI NO, KODOMO NO eikyo （“influences upon children at home”） 
1. place of event-destz仰 tion

JUNGLE NO, TEKトCHI[No] totsugeki （“a rush [ of troops] in a jungle 

into the enemy’s territory”） 
J. place of event-source 

KATEI NO, OYA NO e的vo(" influences of parents at home”） 
In short, place of event appears at one end of the sequence of complements, 

and { verbal content ～object} at the other, and somewhere between the two ap回

pear all the other complements. Let us look at what goes on between these 

two complements. 
( 40) a. field of speciality-{ means ~ languα：ge} 

GAKKδKYOIKU NO, RADIO [NO]~ EIGO [NO] hoso （“radio broadcast 

in English in the area of school education”） 
b. field of speciality-cause 

BOXING NO, SAKUSEN MISU NO haiboku （“defeat due to strategic er-

rors in boxing”） 
c. field of speciality-use/purpose 

KAGAKU NO, HEIW A KYOZON NO kenkyu （“research in science for 

peace and coexistence”） 
d. cause-use/purpose 

EIGYO FUSHIN NO, ZEIKIN NOGARE NO tosαn（“bankruptcy due to busi国

ness stagnation, for tax evasion”） 
e. use/purpose-{means ~ languα：ge }-verbal content 

NANMIN KYUSAI NO, RADIO NO~ 羽田GENGO NO, KIKIN [No] yobikake 
（“a multi四 lingualappeal for funds over the radio for relief of 

refugees”） 
First of all, field of speciality appears before means or languα：ge. Again, 

means and language may appear either individually or in an order皿 freecluster 
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-thus, {means-;::± language}. Next, field of speciality also precedes cαuse and 
use/purpose, which in turn appear in this order. Finally, use/purpose has prece-
dence over {means-;::± language}, and {means-;::± languα:ge} over verbal content. 

(41) place of event-field of speciality-cause-use/purpose-{ means戸 lan回

guα：ge }-{ verbal content～ object} 
Let’s look into the position of source, destination, and reciρient. The confu回

sion between destination and recipient (see (31)) is also observed before the 

noun of action, especially where, as in ( 42a), the action referred to in the head 

noun is not exactly directional. Compare it with (42b). 

(42) a. HOKOSHA [No] meiwαku （“inconveniences to pedestrians”） 
CLUB NO hぴu（“donationfor a club”） 
SHAKAI [NO] hoshi （“service to the public”） 
JINTAI NO eikyo （“effect on the human body”） 

b. HOKOSHA NO chirashi （“flyers for pedestrians”） 
CLUB [NO] kanyu （“enrollment in a club”） 
SHAKAI [NO] fukki （“return to society”） 
JINTAI NO chunyu （“injection to the human body”） 

Again, the two complements will be treated as { destination～ recipient}. 
Source and { destination ～ recipient} appear in this order. 

( 43) a. source-{ destinαtion～recipient }-object 
MONBUSHO NO, SHIRITSU GAKKO NO, KENKYU問 HI [No] josei （“The 

Ministry of Education’s subsidization of research expenses for 

private schools.”） 
b. source-{ destination～recipient }-means 

ISHI NO, HIGAトSHANO, KEGA [No] chiryo （“doctors’treatment of in-
juries for victims”） 

As it has been noted in (29), the co皿 occurrenceof source and { destination～ 
recipient} is rare, and when they appear next to each other, as in (43), the dis阻

tinction between destination and recipient will be even hazier.20 
Finally, all the complement modifiers for the noun of action, surveyed from 

(34) onward, will be put together: 

( 44) [place of event-source-{ destination～ recipient }-field of speciality 
-cause-use/puゆose-{meαns-;::±lαnguage }-{ verbal content ～object}]+ 
HN  (noun of action) 

20 Source (complement) in (43b) should not be confused with the adjunct of agent. To see 
the di妊erence,let us place the complement of place of event, GENBA NO, in the initial posi-
t10n: 1.e., 
( i) GENBA NO, ISHI NO, HIGAI幽 SHANO, KEGA [NO] chiryo （“doctors' treatment of injuries 

for victims at the site”） 
Since no adjunct can appear to the right of a complement (see (14b')), ISHI NO cannot be 
an adjunct; it is a complement (source). In (ii), the order of the first two modifiers is 
reversed; yet, the well-formedness is intact. (The meaning is substantially the same.) 
(ii) ISHI NO, GENBA NO, HIGAトSHANO, KEGA [No] chiryo 

But in (ii), ISHI NO appears to the left of the complement (place of event), suggesting that it 
is an adjunct (agent), rather than a complement. 
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Compare this with the order of complements modifying the noun of non-
action established in (33). Clearly, there are far more similarities than di首位E

ences between the two sets of order. The di妊erencesare limited to the pres由

ence of place of event and object but the absence of material, grα：phic content, 
and physical content in (44). No significant discrepancy is noted about the 
order itself. 

CONCLUSION 

The adjunct and the complement manifest distinct syntactic behavior. First, 
they differ in the relative position to one another: the adjunct before the com-
plement. Secondly, unlike adjuncts, complements appear in fixed order in 
multi-complement modification. By way of consolidating our findings, the 
following will be presented. Again, the use of （己） indicates the possibility of 
scrambling. 

a・ A[Suzukishi no (A8）己NHKno (AS /8）ごgetsu-yobiroku-ji kara no (A9) 
ご documentarykeishiki no (A11）戸ni-jikanhan no (A11)]+c[kokosei-
muke no (CS), radio no (C6), hiko mondai no (C3)]+hoso bangumi 
（“NHK's two回 and-a-half-hourdocumentary聞 styleradio program by 
Suzuki from 6: 00 on Monday for high school students on the prob-
lem of delinq凹 ncy"

b. A[kαishαno (A6）ご maeno (A9）戸shainno (A2) 己chika no (A10)] + 
c[datsuιyo no (CS), locker no (C2)]+heya 
（“the company’s former dressing room in the basement for the em-
ployees, equipped with lockers”） 

c. A[tana no (A10) 己 hαnagara no (A11) 己 roku-mai no (A7)]+c[cake no 
(CS), toki no (C1）］十sara
（“six China plates with floral designs on the shelf, for serving cake”） 

d. A[ototo no (A12）戸setogiwano (A9）］十c[byoshono (C11), kumon no (C10)] 
十sakebi
（“my brother’s cry in agony at the last moment in his sickbed”） 

e・ A[daigaku悶fidaino(A9) ~ chichi no (A8)]+c[gengo-gaku no (C4), zenchi-
shi no (C3)]+ronbun 

（“a linguistic paper on prepositions done by my father while in 
college”） 

f. A[saku四 nenno (A9) ~ roku固め no(A7)]+c[Kyushu no (C9), taifu no (C10)] 
十higai
（“damage done to Kyushu by six typhoons last year”） 

g. A[keiji no (A12）ごhachiブ：ikanno (A11)]+c[torishirabe-shitsu no (C11), 
donα何回goeno (C6), yogi-sha no (C12)]+ jinmon 
（“detectives' eight-hour interrogation of the suspect in a roaring voice 
in the interrogation room”） 

h. A[Hanako no (A3) ~ Wakaba Daigaku no (AS)]+c[Africa no (C7), eigo no 
( C4)] + sensei 
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（“日anal王O’steacher of English from Africa at Wakaba University”） 
1・ A[kinnenno (A9) ~ geinoゾinno (A12）］十c[charitybαngumi no (C8), zen’i 

no (C5/10)]+shutsuen 
（“entertainers’appearance on charity programs out of good will in 

recent years”） 
J. A[ nihon-sha no (A6）ごIBMno (A8）］十c[kogaiboshi no (CS), computer no 

(C2/6)] +sochi 
（“IBM’s pollution-prevention computer device installed in Japanese 

cars”） 
k. Asaikin no (A9)]+c[nihon no (C11), shukyo d，αntai no (C9), ho no (C6）］十

sαbaki 

（“recent Japanese judicial judgment on religious organizations ”） 
1. A[kotoshi no (A9)] +c[Kenji no (C7), otosan no (C8), tanjobi no (CS), neck四

tie no (C2）］十okurimono

（“this year’s present of a tie from 長enjito his father for his birthday”） 
ffi. A[ChOSQ四 kaino (A12)]+c[manj8 itchi no (C6), setchu-an no (C12)]+saitaku 

（“the investigation committee’s adoption of a compromise proposal 

with unanimity” 
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